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l. GENERAL 

1.01 Tllis section is in.tended to provide REA borrowers., c011Sulting 
engineers, contractors and other interested parties v.ith in
formation for use in the design and construction~ REA borrowers' 
telephone systems. It discusses in particular the engineering 
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and transmission con~iderations involved in the selection, 
layout and construction of trunk cable loading systems which, 
in combination with voice-frequency repeaters, are required 
in order to meet transmission objectives. This section also 
provides technical inf'or:mation fo~ the correct interconnec
tion of different types of loading systems when necessary. 
Quantitative inf'or:mation is also given in the tables con
tained herein for carrying out the requ:l.red transmission 
computations. Though this section assumes the use of cable 
having twisted pairs insulated with polyethylene; inf'or:ma
tion on paper insulated cables is included in Table I. 

1.02 This section is reissued to reflect varioUB changes in t~ans
mission practices necessitated by the conversion to direct 
distance dialing, 1 tbe operation of EAS trunks at lower 
losses, and the general trend toward improved transmission 
objectives. Economically priced transistorized voice fre
quency repeaters capable of high gain, more economical facil
ities and the improved characteristics of D-66 loading sys
tems allow ful.ler utilization of finer gauge cables to make 
these objectives ec.onomically realizable. This section 
supersedes Section 431, Issue No. 1, dated May 1955 and all 
addenda ~reto. 

1,03 Importance of Loading System Uniformi~ 

1.031 The successful operation of voice frequency repeaters 
in both extended area and toll trunk pl.ant, requires 
that close attention be paid in design and construc
tion to obtain nearly uniform spacing of loading 
points. Non-uniformity in the loading spacing lowers 
the structural return loss,2 which in turn reduces 
the gain capability of tbe repeater. Non-uniformity 
in cable mutual capacitance in different cable reels 
a1so lowers tbe structural return loss. Cable mutual 
capacitance and loading coil uniformity are obtained 
in REA borrowers' plant by suitable cable and loading 
coil specifications. 

1. Refer to ''Notes on Distance Dia.ling" 1961, ty tbe .American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Engineering Department. 

2. For the definition of "structural return loss" and a full discussion 
refer to REA TE & CM-445, "How to Make Structural Return Loss 
Measurements." 

:/ 
\.· 
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1.032 Over the past years the transmission losses to which 
trunk plant has been engineered have been constantly de
creasing due to the ;~rowing trend toward improved and ex
panded services. Operation of trunks at increasingly 
lower net losses requires that voice frequency repeaters 
with increased gain capability be available and that the 
cable plant, including the type of loading system used, 
over which au.ch equi:pment will operate be capable of ef
fectively utilizing this increased gain. In turn, the 
ability of the cable plant to utilize to advantage the 
gain capability of tne repeaters depends among other fac
tors, not only on the type of loading system selected bq-t:, 
on the care and methods used in spacing the loading points 
during the design, staking, and construction of the plant. 

1.033 Because of the necessity for dealing with practical plant 
layout conditions due to conditions of terrain or other 
local factors, precise ,loading spacing is not usually at
tainable. Paragraphs 3. o4 and 3. 05 give the maximum load
ing spacing deViations which a.re considered toJ.erable. It 
should be kept in mind that the deViations discussed in 
these paragraphs are not design or target values, but the 
maximum which are allowable. For new construct'ion where 
the terrain and other J.ocal factors permit, every effort 
should be me.de not only during the design stage but es
pecially during staking and construction to improve the 
deViation limits of these paragraphs. Where these steps 
are ta.ken the benefits of bigber repeater gains, reduced 
repeater and pia.nt maintenance and future flexibility 
should improvements or special services become necessary 
a.re more easily attainable. 

J..034 Impedance-irregularities with accompanying low return 
losses resuJ.ting from errors in loading spacing deviations, 
missing, reversed winding or doubled-up coils, incorrect 
value loading coil inductance, bridged taps or other 
causes, adversely affect the performance of repeaters oper
ating over tbe cable. Of the different faults listed 
above, ·the irregularities resulting from incorrect load 
spacing may be the most dif'.ficult to correct due to the 
.fact that they become manifest as minor or finite irregu
larities whereas the effect of the others is to produce 
major irregularities which totally disrupt the performance 
of voice frequency repeaters. Major irregularities as a 
result of missing, r~versed, doubled-up or incorrect value 
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loading coils or long bridged taps can be detected 
and located by using the measuring procedures s·et 
forth in REA TE & CM-408, "Facility Requirements for 
Voice Frequency Repea.tered Trunks," paragraphs 10 and 
ll. This assumes that an impedance irregularity has 
a single cause. Where several causes are involved the 
detection procedures become more complex. However, 
once the major irregularities have been found and cor
rected, the final structural return loss will be re
duced by the loading spacing deViations present. In 
general, detection and location of smaller inij;>edance 
irregularities requires personnel skilled in the art 
and equipped with highly specialized test equipment. 
In addition, the procedures are invariably time con
suming and for these reasons not readily adaptable to 
REA.borrowers' plant. In buried plant construction 
the correction of load spacing deviations may not al
ways be practical or economical due to the limited 
number of pedestal locations. For these reasons it is 
again to be emphasized that, dueqto the complexity, 
cost and highly specialized na~e o! the work in
volved in detecting, locating and correcting impedance 
irregularities the approach should be to.prevent these 
irregularities from occurring rather than in trying to 
correct them afterwards. During the .ACD*and construc
tion stages this may be accomplished as follows: 

{a) Consider the importance of uniform load 
spacing. 

(b) Make the design somewhat more conservative 
than the maximum allowed. 

(c) Use qualified personnel for st.ak1ng pl.ant. 

(d) Provide proper and adequate supervision dur
ing construction. 

(e) Utilize effectively the sequential marking 
of cables. 

1.035 Since voice frequency repeaters are purchased on a 
guaranteed performance basis :rem contractors other 
than those which construct the outside plant facili
ties, measurements prior to repeater insteJ.lation are 

* Area Coverage Design 
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required on the as-buil.t plant to determine its suita
bility to repeater application. REA Bulletin 383-2, 
"Acceptance Tests--Outside Plant," establishes the extent 
ot required testing., and REA TE & CM-4o8, Figure 2., and 
REA TE & CM-445, Figures 11A and llB, provide step-by
step procedures f'or ma.king the actual measurements. 

2. IOADilG Am> WADING SYSTEM3 

2.01 'l!leory ot Loading 

1, 2. 

2.0ll 'lbe pri,ma:ryl purpose of inductance coil loading is to im
prove the transmission ot intelligence by substantially 
reducing the circuit attenuation, and by making the cir
cuit attenuation approximately uniform throughout a pre
determined frequency-band. 'lbese transmission benefits 
are obtained by serially inserting coils having uniform 
inductance values at regularly recurring intervals a.long 
the circuit, but are limited to a frequency-band below the 
loading cutoff' frequency. Above the loading cutoff fre
quency, there is a substantial suppression of transmission. 

2.012. The attenuation 2 improvement obtainable with loading cor
responds some'Wbat to the increase in impedance that re
sults from the increase in inductance. This can be under
stood. from the tact thd.t in the (low-impedance) non-loaded 
circuit, the series dissipation losses which a.re propor
tional to the square of the line current are ordinarily 
very large relative to the dielectric dissipation (1.e. 
shtmt) losses which.a.re proportional to the square of the 
line potential. When the line :impedance is increased a 
suitable amount by the loading, the decrease in series 
losses is much greater than the increase in shunt losses. 
Economic considerations usually prevent the use ot high 
load1ng impedances which wuld result in shunt losses be
coming . as great or greater than the series losses. As an 
illustration, an exchange type 22-gauge cable results in 
less loss when, tor example, D-66 or H-88 loaded (approxi
mately 0.8 db per mile at 1000 cps) than a similar 

"Inductive Loading tor Bell System Telephone Circuits II by T. Shaw, 
Bell System Technical. Journal., January 1951. 
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capacitance 19-gauge cable which is non-loaded (ap
proximately 1.3 db per mile at 1000 cps). Therefore 
it becomes more economical to use loaded 22-gauge 
cable pairs than 19-gauge pairs non-loaded. 

2.013 Tbe inductance also offsets tbe effect of the cable 
capacitance which is always :present between the wires 
of a cable. This results in a more natural sounding 
circuit since the effect of capacitance between wires 
is to cause more loss for the higher voice frequencies. 
The combination of the value of coil inductance, the 
spacing between loading coils and the mutual capaci
tance of the cable between loading points determine 
the attenuation, impedance and band pass character
istics of the particular loading system. 

2.014 Another way of viewing inductive loading is by compar
ing it to a simple low pass filter where the inductance 
of the loading coil comprises the series arm while the 
cable mutual capacitance comprises the shunt arm. In 
a simple low pass filter and further, one where com
ponents have no losses, there is a frequency band where 
the attenuation is zero (passband) and another band 
where it is infinite (rejection band). The point 
where the two bands cross is termed "cutoff frequency." 
Unlike a simple one section low pass filter, a loaded 
cable behaves like a group of such filters in cascade \J 
with the capacitance and inductance of each loading 
section making up one filter section. The individual 
filters (loading sections) must be uniform in order to 
accomplish the purpose intended, that is, each loading 
section must look reasonably close to the others in 
spacing, capacitance and inductance. 

2.015 I:f the above uniformity characteristics in any section 
in the mu.ltisection low pass filter (loaded cable) are 
altered, the performance characteristics of the filter 
are changed and the results are reflected in the entire 
loaded cable. Therefore, a change in the inductance 
or the capacitanc~ of only one loading section de
grades tbe band 9ass performance of the low pass filter 
action. Some common plant i te:i.:.:g which may bring this 
a.bout are: 

(a) Reversed, missing, doubled-up or incorrect 
value loading coils. 
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(b) Bridged taps.between coils, doubled-up cable 
pairs or extra long or short loading sections. 

(c) Irregular (non-uniform) loading spacing. 

In summary, 1n order to effectively utilize the trans
mission advantages.of loading, the loading must be proper
ly designed, installed, and maintaiJ?,ed.e 

2.016 A non-pbantomed loading coil bas two separate balanced 
windings coupled to the same lll8glletic core. The induc
tance of each winding of the loading coil, when the other 
winding is open circuited, has approximately the same 
value. Tbe total inductance of a loading coil when both 
ot its windings are connected series .. a.iding (this is the 
normal inductance which results when the coil is correctly 
wired to the cable pair). is approximately four times the 
inductance of the individual windings. Obviously, there
f'ore, the additicmal inductance contribution of the in
dividual windings by virtue ot being coupled to a comon 
core is approximately f:f.Zty percent of the total 1nduc00 

t&nce. Thia additional inductance is known~tual 
UJ.ductance" &Dd it acts to aid or negate the remaining 
inductance contributed. by the individual windings. For 
this reason, reversillg one wind,ing,with respect to the 
other must be avoided since this greatly reduces the total 
series inductance provided. by the loading coil. 

2.02 Desiption of Loading Systems 

2.021 Loading systems are designated. by a letter signifying the 
tu.U- section length between loading points followed by e. 
numeral denoting the inductance of' the coil 1n milli
henriea. In voice frequency loading systems the :f'ul.l sec
tion lengths generally used are 6ooo and 4500 f'eet with 
coil inductances of 88 and 66 millihenries. The following 
table covers SO!l:!le ot these loading systems: 

Designation Coil SP!:9ing-feet Coil Induct&:lce-mh 
D-66 4500 66 
H-88 6ooo 88 
D-88 4500 88 
~88 3~ 88 
~¼ 3~ ~ 
~~ 6~ 88 

- 1 -
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The cable mutual capacitance associated with the above 
loading systems usually bas a nominal capacitance of 
0.083 microfarads per mile. Sucb cable is referred 
to as "exchange type" and a.bbrevia.ted "RC" in sections 
for convenience. Loading systems, however( may also 
be used with "low capacitance" (toll-grade) cable 
which has a capacitance of o,o62 or 0.066 microfarad.a 
per mile. To distinguish the application between 
loading systems of the exchange and t!le toll type, the 
designation of "IC" is usually attached .after the load
ing system designation for the latter application. 
For example, the designation 19-H-88-IC refers to the 
application of H-88 loading on 19-gauge low capacitance 
cable. 

2.022 The above designations refer to circuits from which no 
additional. or "phantom" circuits are being derived. 
In situations where phantom circuits are being derived 
there is an additional. designation of the loading sys
tem to denote the value of coil inductance for the 
phantom circuit. For example, the designation H-88-50 
indicates that the side·circuit is being loaded with 
88 millibenry coils at every 6ooo1 while the phantom 
circuit utilizes 50 millihenry coil.s spaced at the 
same intervals. Over the pa.st years the practice of 
"phantoming" bas gradually been discontinued. 

2.03 Transmission Characteristics of leading Systems 

2.031 The most significant transmission characteristics of 
loading systems are: 

(a) In the passband region, there is a reduction 
in the magnitude of the a·t;tenuation. 

(b) The attenuation is reduced but not eliminated 
due to the cable and coil resistance and 
some cable conductance dissipation. 

(c) '11:lere is a cutoff frequency by virtue of the 
lumped loading. (Distributed loading does 
not display this characteristic.) 

(d) The impedance has been raised. 

- 8 -
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(e) At the cutof'f frequency Wld beyond, the attenu
ation of the loaded cabl.e is higher than that of 
non-loaded cabl.e. 

(f) Increasing the loading coil inductance or load
ing section. cable mutual. capacitance, or both, 
lowers the cutof'f frequency. 

(g) For a.given loading spacing, increasing the load
ing coil. inductance decreases the attenuation 
per mi.le wb.il.e increasing the cable mutual capac
itance increases this attenuation. 

2.032 QuantitativeJ.y, the attenuation, impedance and cutoff fre
quency characteristics of loaded cable are given by the 
following simple expressions for the passband region where 
the loaded cable behaves almost exactly like a correspond
ing smooth line. The precise formulas for attenuation and 
impedance are much more complex than the ones shown. For 
1000 cps computations, however, formulas (a) and (b) can 
be used to a very good approximation. In fact, f'ormu.las 
(a.) and (b) are reasonably good up to o.6 of the cutoff 
frequency. (See formula (c) end Figures 2 to 6.) The 
units are resistance in ohms_. capacitance in farads and in
ductance in henries, and they must be expressed for the 
same tmi t length. A mi.le basis is normally used tor formu
las (a) and (b). 

(a.) The attenuation in db per mil.e is: 

~ •4.J4RV+] 
. 

R includes ·both the cable and loading coil 
resistance. 

(b) The magnitude of' impedance in ohms is: 

[zo-~] 
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BC 
or 

Gauge U! 

l.9 HC 
22 BC 
19 U! 

(c) Ttle cutoff frequency in cps is: 

In formula (c) both L and C must be expressed 
on a ful.1. 1.oading section basis and in~
dition_L includes the cable pair inductance 
of approx:Lma.tely one millibenry per mile. 
For an 0.083 microfarad per mile cable the 
cutoff frequency is about 3500 cps for H-88 
and 4600 cps for D-66 loading. 

2.033 Representative line constants for 19 gauge and 22 gauge 
exchange type and low capacitance plastic-insu.la.ted 
cable pairs a.re tabulated below. The unit of length 
is taken as one statute mile. These constants are 
practically independent of frequency in the pa.ssbands 
of D-66 and H-88 loading systems. The resistance per 
mile of the soft copper wires of the cable varies with 
temperature and the tabulated resistances a.re for 68°F. 
(20°c). In the voice frequency range, the resistance 
is about R (1 :t .0022 t) where R is the resistance at 
68°F. and tis the cha.D8e in temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit. Fort+ t 50 degrees, the resistance is 
R (l. t .ll). ~- -._. 

Line Constants per Mile@ 68°F. 

Resistance 
Ohms 

85 
171 
85 

2.0331. 

Induptance 
Millibepries 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

Conductance 
Micromhos 

1.0 
1.0 
l.O 

Nominal 
Capacitance in 

Microfarad.a 

.083 

.o83 

.066 

Loading coils not on.l.y add series inductance 
in the cable pairs but series resistance as 
well. These resistances are tabulated below 
for a temperature of 6J°F. 

- 10 -
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±Y,Pical. Resistance of a Loading Coil in Ohms 

Frequency-cps 

100 
300 
500 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
3500 
4ooo 

Loading Coil Milllbenries 

66 88 

6.2 
6.4 
6.6 
7.1 
7.5 
8.o 
8.6 
9.5 

10.4 
ll.7 

7.9 
8.1 
8.3 
8.7 
9.2 
9.8 

10.6 
11.5 
12.6 
14.2 

2.034 'lhe above line const&:iits were used to calculate tbe trans
mission loss in db per mile for tbe passband.a of D-66, 
H-88 and other loading systems. These losses are plotted 
against frequency on attached Figures 2 to 6. For a given 
loading system such as 22 gauge D-66, the losses in db per 
mile vary approximately directly with tbe resi'stance per 
mile which, in turn, wries witb temperature as discussed 
under Paragraph 2.033. 

2.035 'lhe characteristic i.mpedance of a loaded circuit is tbeo
retical.ly the :i.mpedance as measured at a terminal of tbe 
circuit when -it stretches to infinity. However., a circuit 
of finite length may be terminated in a proper precision 
balancing network at one end and tben the characteristic 
impedauce will almost be exactly as measured at the other 
end. 'Die characteristic impedauce depends upon the frac
tion of a loading section which the measuring instrument 
faces. As a reference., characteristic impedances for mid
section are quoted. Figure 6 shovs mid-section character
istic impedances plotted against frequency for 22 and 19 
gauge excbangP. type cables D-66 and H-88 loaded. It should 
be noticed that for exchange type ca.bl.es the impedance for 
H-88 loading rises much more rapidly with increasing fre
quency than that for D~66 loading. A rapid rise with :fre
quency is undesirab.le :f'rom both trunk and subscriber loop 
transmission considerations since tbis rise reduces avail
able repeater gains and degrades voice frequency response 
characteristicso . . 
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2.o4 Applications of Loading SystemB 

2.o41 The D-66 loading system is the type of loading gener
ally recommended for use in REA borrowers' plant with 
trunks over non-quadded cable pairs. This recommend
ation applies to repeatered and non-repeatered circuits. 

2.o42 For new construction where the facilities are com
pletely within the REA borrower's territory, they 
should be D-66 loaded for the entire trunk length. 
The load spacing and end section requirements are 
discussed in Paragraphs 3 and 4, respectively. No 
junction impedance compensator is required where the 
entire facility is D-66 loaded. 

2.043 For new construction where the REA borrower's facilities 
connect with those of another company, it is desirable 
that the entire trunk. be D-66 loaded.for exchange type 
cables. Where the D-66 loading is used for such ap
plications for the entire facility it result~ in certain 
advantages for the companies involved. Some of the ad.
vantages for trunk applications are: 

(a) Greater ease in meeting transmission obJr 
tives. 

(b) Improvement in the circuit structural return 
loss. 

(c) Elimination of impedance compensators at the 
toll center where toll trunks are involved. 

(d) Elimination of junction impedance compen
sators. 

(e) Improved circuit frequency response character
istics. 

(f) More adaptable to some forms of data trans
mission or other special services. 

(g) Improved crosstalk less characteristics. 

- 12 -
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In addition to the above factors D-66 is compatible with 
H-88 loading inasmuch as their nominal 1000 cps attenuation 
and impedance for same gauge cables have been ma.de to be 
the same by design. Therefore the use of D-66 loading does 
not introduce new or non-standard impedances in the tele
phone plant. 

2.0431 Requests to connecting companies should be made at 
the earliest possible date during the ACD stage 
and all required technical information on D-66 
loading requested by the connecting company should 
be provided. 

2.044 For new construction where the REA borrower's facilities 
connect with those of another company which has existing 
H-88 loaded exchange type cable, it may not be practical 
for the connecting company to furnish D-66 loaded cables 
for its portion so as to meet the REA borrower's D-66 
portion. Where the connecting company has so indicated, 
the resulting facility makeup will consist of D-66 loading 
for the REA borrower's portion and H-88 loading for the 
connecting c~ny's portion. In order to minimize the 
reflection (low return loss at higher voice frequencies) 
'Which would exist at the junction of the two loading sys
tems if the two were connected directly, an impedance com
pensator is required at the junction. The purpose of the 
junction compensator and bow it is applied is further dis
cussed in paragraph 7.0. 

2.o45 Existing cables which are H-88 loaded and a.re being ex
tendec 'may utilize D-66 loading for the extension portion. 
This treatment, however, will not improve the overall cir
cuit due to the more restrictive cutoff characteristics of 
the existing H-88 loading, which will be controlling. 
Where, nevertheless, H-88 circuits are being extended with 
D-66 a junction compens~tor as disr.ussed in paragraph 7,0 
will be required. 

2.o46 From the transmission standpoint it is desirable to load 
additional circuits on a D-66 loading basis in a cable 
which contains H-88 loaded working cable pairs under the 
same sheath. However, this may not be attractive from the 
standpoint of having two different coil locations and two 
different values of loading coil inductance. The decision, 
therefore, whether the additions in the same cable sheath 
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shoul.d be D-66 loaded should depend on such factors as: 

(a) Whether normal or special transmission ob
jectives can be met by the continuation of 
the-existing type of loading. 

(b) Availability of suitable pole, ready-access 
case or pedestal locations for 66 mh loading 
coil placement. 

(c) Maintenance considerations. 

(d) Other factors. 

2.o47 It is not generally recommended that H-88 working trunk 
routes which are H-88 loaded in their entirety be changed 
out to D-66 loading. In applications, however, where 
transmission objectives are not being met, or where it 
is necessary to meet special transmission objectives 
and where loading coil locations are or can be econom
ically made available the use of D-66 loading shoul.d 
be considered. In situations where design changes are 
proposed affecting the entire system in a major way 
consideration shoul.d be given also to the feasibil.ity 
of converting to D-66 loading. 

2.o48 As discussed in the above paragraphs the recommended 
loading system for REA borrowers' plant is D-66 for new 
constructio~ and al.so for extensions or additions to 
existing plant which is H-88 loaded, where applicable. 
The D-66 loading will be adequate for all applications 
normally found in REA borrowers' plant. For this reason 
and also from the standpoints of plant flexibility and 
simplicity it is desirable to keep the number of load
ing systems to a minimum. Use should be made of other 
types of loading systems when: 

(a) Normal transmission requirements cannot be 
met by the use of D-66 loading. 

(b) Special applications where the use of D-66 
loading is not suitable. 

(c) Circumstances where existing situations may 
pose maintenance or other special problems. 

- 14 -
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·3. WAD SPACING REQumEMENTS 

( -

3.01 As discussed in paragraph 1.03 the increasing application of elec
tronic instrumentalities to voice frequency trunk plant as well 
as its successful. operation requires that close attention be given 
to the design, staking and construction methods to obtain uniform 
loading spacing. Because of the necessity, however, of dealing 
with practical plant considerations precise loading spacings are 
not usually attainable. The paragraphs below discuss the extent 
of the loading spacing deviations which are permissible and also 
the type of deviations which are least objectionable from the 
transmission standpoint. 

3.02 Loading spacing irregularities in trunk cables can be generally 
divided into two categories: 

(a) 

(b) 

The amount by which the average of all full loading 
sections depart f'rom the standard spacing. 

The amount by which each full section length departs 
from the arithmetic aier'age computed for all full 
sections. 

Paragraphs 3.021 and 3.022 below discuss the specific effect which 
, these deviations have on transmission. 

3.021 Maintaining the average spacing close to the standard spac
iog (Paragraph 3.02 a) minimizes the chance of departure 
from standard attenuation, impedance characteristics and 
cutoff frequency. rn· addition when the different cable 
pairs in the same trunk group are also unii"orm in their 
capacitance characteristics this also results in uniform 
attenuation, impedance and cutoff frequency for all the 
circuits which is highly desirable. Tbe :r;-easons for main
taining the average spacing close to the standard are: 

(a) To keep the measured losses close to the expected 
losses. For example, this is important during 
acceptance testing of plant and on a routine 
basis thereafter. 

(b) To avoid special. engineering of voice frequency 
repeaters which use standard networ~ configurations. 

(c) To avoid transmission contrasts between circuits 
in the same trunk group. 

- 15 -
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When the average spacing departs from the standa:t"'d 
spacing, the structural return loss is also affected 
in addition to the facto:r.~s discussed e,bmre. T'ae 
amount of this impairment depends solely on tbe nominal 
frequency cutoff characteristics of the loading system 
in question. The lower the cutoff frequency of the 
loading system the greater will be the impairment (lower 
structural return loss). In a loading system such as 
H-88 this impairment is considerable, whereas in the 
D-66 loading system it is of less practical importance 
due to its naturally higher cutoff' frequency. 

3.022 Maintaining the individual sections close to tbe average 
spacing (Paragraph 3. 02 b) rectuces the &oount of imped
ance irregularities wh::Lch m1equal sections introduce 
and results in good st:tuctural return losses. Since 
this item affects the structural retu:rn loss in a ma.Jor 
way all e:f'forta should be made to achieve uniform spac
ing to the greatest extent possible. ~o illustrate, 
::onsider a loaded t:r:unk cable (A) whose average spacing 
length exceeds the starld.ard ~pacing by 2i and ill which, 
in addition, all individual sections are equal in their 
lengths. A cable having its loa.ding points thus spaced 
will have substantially bettei· 1;:rtructu::raJ. returu loss 
characteristics (actually the structural return loss 
theoretically will be iilfinite) than a loaded cable (B) 
where the average spacing length the standard spacing 
but with individual. sections longer and shorter than 
the average. 

3.03 In summary, controlling the average spacing so it is close to 
the standard s:i;:acing results in attenuation, impedance and 
cutoff frequency uniformity, while controlling the individual 
spacing so it is close to the average spacing results in good 
structural return loss. However,_ it is not as ~rtant ½?_ 
adhere to standard spacing with D=bb loading as with H-88 
loading. Therefore, w:L th=:tJ-oo7l:ie'7iv::-erage-spa"cTng may deviate 

b 

s o e 1.n eep:mg ·1, e i erence o ·G. e m i vi u s12acfn&,1! 
from their average spacing~to a value as low as prac~icable. 

3.031 Examples l to 4 which are given in this section illus
trate the procedure used for computing loading spacing 
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deviations. A short a.nalysis which is presented with each 
example on the relative importance of the type of spacing 
deviation in question will be found helpful in complement
ing the discussion of Paragraphs 3.02 and 3.03 above. 

3.032 Where capacitance building-out is used to build out loading 
sections to normal the computation of the spacing deviation 
discussed in Para.graphs 3.04 and 3.05 below sh0uld include 
the equivalent of the amount of CBO used. The procedure for 
doing this· is shown in IlJ.ustrative EKample No. 6. 

3.04 I.oa.ding Spacing Requirements - R.M.S. Method 

3.041 The deviation of the aver~ spacing from the standard 
spacing should be within .. 3~. 

3. 042 The R.M.S. value of all the deviations of the individual 
spacing lengths from the · average spacing should not be more 
than 2~. 

3.043 The loading spacing deviations outlined in--Paragraph 3.042 
above using the R.M.S. method of computation is not at this 
time a requirement. It is nevertheless recommended as an 
objective. Fran the transmission standpoint, control of 
spacing deviations on an R.M.S. basis is highly desirable 
as it results in the best possible utilization of the trans
mission capability of the loe.di.ng system. It should al.so 
be noted that control limits on individual sections are not 
necessary by this method, due to the self-protecting char
acteristics of the method on maxim.um individual deviations. 

3.044 Where it is possible to use the R.M.S. method of Paragraph 
3.042 the computations shouJ.d be made in accordance with 
the procedure shown in the Illustrative E:icamples 1 to 4 
herein. 

3.05 loading Spaci~quirements .. Arithmetic Method 

-

3.051 Where the application of the R.M.S. method f'or determining 
spacin~ deviation requirements is not practtcal due to stak
ing and/or construction or other local factors the method 
discussed below is considered acceptA.ble. 

3.052 The devi_ation of the av'!!ra.ge spacing from the standard 
spacing should be wi thi.n "!: 3'/i. 

3.053 The average of the differences, with signs disregarded, be
tween the individual spacings and the average spacing should 
be within 2.0'1,. 
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3.054 The deviation or the length of the longest individual. 
sections from the average spacing should be within t 3~. 

3.055 Procedures f'or computing the above deviations when it 
becomes necessary to use the arithmetic method of this 
paragraph are shown in the Illustrative Examples 5 and 
6. 

4. END SECTION REQUIREMENTS 

4.01 The objective for of'fice end section length is one-ha.l.:f the 
length (0.5) of the normal. full section. In cases where it is 
not practical to meet this objective, an end section length 
within o.4 to o.6 can be considered. The choice of the 0.4 
length is preferable to the o.6 end section. The published 
transmission inf'ormation contained herein on loaded cables 
assumes 0.5 end sections. 

4.02 The "end section" in loaded trunk cables refers to the length 
of cable between the central of':f'ice and the first loading coil, 
including any cable in the central office leading to the main 
as well as intermediate distributing frame if existing. It 
is, however, the amount of' capacitance associated with the 
end .section which to a large extent determines, for a given 
type of loading, the degree of impedance variation across the 
voice frequency range. This variation is sigm.f'icant for dif-
ferent length end sections. REA TE & CM-444, Issue No. 2, · r 
Figure 2, illustrates the ef'f'ect wtu ch the length of an end --.. 
section bas on impedance at various frequencies. In REA 
borrowers' projects, end section 11length" and 11capacitance" 
become synoeymous since the same nominal capacitance cable is 
used for the entire trunk and since the ~ring capacitance 
associated with the lqcal office is not normally significant. 
For class four offices (toll centers) in REA borrowers' proj-
ects or for those of connecting companies the total end section 
should be considered. The total end section inqJ,.udes not only 
the physical length of the cable :from the first loading point 
to the central ofi":l.ce mainframe but any intervening cable in-
side the office up to the point of access to the switching 
equipment. 

5. m'AKING AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

5.01 To make· ossible the realization of the end section ob ectives 
.outlined in Paragraph .02 above, the staking of the plant 
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should start from each of the offices involvea. and proceei in the 
direction of the opposite office to the junction point. The re
sulting loading section, at the junction point, which in most 
instances will be sho:..--ter than the normaJ. :f'ull section should be 
built-out to a full section by the use of building-out capacitors 
which are discussed in Paragraph 6.o. It is not necessary that 
the junction point (buiiding-out point) be the geographical center 
between the two offices in question. From the standpoint of re
peater application, it is preferable that the built-out section 
be as :tar away electrical.l.y as practicable tram the repeater loca
tions. Elcample 13 is illustrative of the building-out procedures 
used tor new constru~tion at the junction point. 

5. 012 It is recommended. that at no time the plant be staked and/ 
or constructed in a manner whose purpose is to eliminate 
the building-out capacitors at the junction, when doing 
this upsets the regu.la.rity of the load sp~ing which is 
possible when using buil~-out capacitors. 

Where more thaii two offices.are iuvolved the pr~edures for stak
ing are the same as those of Paragraph 5.01 by considering the 
trunk groups between off'ices sepa.rate;,ly. In cases where a portion 
of the cable facility trunk route 1s provided by a connecting com
P&J:11, staking should commence trom the borrower's ·ce~tr&l. office 
and proceed toward the boundary point. Eumple\.14 is illustrative 
ot the bu1l.d:ing-out procedures used for new cQllS~ction at the 
junction point. 

·, 

5.03 The requirements tor loading subscriber loops a.re different from 
those tor loading trunks and are outlined in REA TE & CM-430 
"Subscriber Line ID&d1 ng." In situations where both trunk and 
subscriber uircui ts are contained in the same cable sheath for a 
distance trom the central of'fice the plant shoul.d be staked to 
meet the applicable trunk spacing requirements, up to .the point 
where they separate. 

,.o4 Normally, the construction of aerial cable plant should follow the 
st.ak:1ng sheet instructions fairly closely and the spacing of load
ing coils can be relatively precise. However, the lengths of bur
ied cable during placement can vary substantially from those shown 
on the staking sheets. Additional footage ot buried cable may be 
required to plow around culverts, install aerial inserts, etc., 
all of which will affect the location of the terminal housings 
planned for loading coils. For this reason, buried cable plant 
should be constructed from the central office out toward the ex
tremities ot the lead. This is especiaJ.J.y important· for loaded 
trunk circuits between two offices, in which case the cable should 
be installed starting at each office and proceeding toward the 
other. Construction ot these leads should not commence until all 
of the material is on band to permit the plowing of cable in the 

I 
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proper sequence. Plowing the cable in the proper sequence 
and using the sequent.ial marking on the outside of the cable 
jacket 1s the most effective way to insure that the load;tng 
coils will be accurately spaced. 

6. CAPACITANCE BUIIDING-ot1.r (CBO) PROCEDURES 

6.01 Capacitance building-out (referred to as CBO) as applied to 
loaded trunk cables offers a means of im.l,,~oving the trans
mission irregularities resulting from loading sections which 
depart :f"rom standard lengths. This may come about from ab
normally short or long loading sections in comparison to 
standard. In new construction capacitance building-out will 
normally be necessary at the junction point in order to meet 
the end section objectives of Paragraph 4.01 and using the 
staking procedures of Paragraphs 5.01 and 5.02 above for making 
this possible. 

6.02 Building-out proced·tres are particularly use:f'ul in applications 
involving. existing loaded cable plant. Properly engineered 
new plant should not require their use, since building-out is 
essentially c.orrective in nature, and it is not a recommended 
practice when laying out the design of new systems. Correct 
staking and construction practices should be followed, thus 
entirely ellmina:ting the need for building-out in all loading 
sections, except at the junction point as discussed in Para
graphs 5.01 and 5.02 and shown in Illustrative Examples· 13, 14 
anir15. 

6.021 Another exception to the above procedure involves new 
plant in special applications such as when joining two 
dissim:llar loading systems. This special case is de
scribed in Paragraph 8. 

6.022 Th~ method by which the attenuation of a loaded trunk 
cable using CBO is computed is discussed in Paragraph 
9. 023. The method for computing the spacing deviation 
when using CBO bas been di.scussed in Paragraph 3.032. 

6.03 Individual. loading sections in existing cables having less 
than the standard length may be built-out by: -

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Bridging capacitors (CB0) (without the need of open
ing up the cable pair). 

Bridging stub cable of the proper length. , 

Series insertion of additional building-out cable 
(cable is physically opened and additional. building
out cable inserted). 

- 20 -
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0,· 

I 

""" The use of building out capacitors of item (a) is usually the 
most economical procedure. Cases may arise, however, in which 
the series insertion of building-out cable of item (c) would pro
vide a better solution, especially if the conductor involved is 
24 gauge or finer in which case the resistance component must be 
also accounted for, and/or where the length of cable to be built
out is significant and where the particular application requires 
this added improvement on return loss. An illustration of the 
treatment of short sections with CBO and the method used to com
pute the amount required ts shown in Illustrative Example 16. 

-

6.04 Individual loading sections in existing plant which are longer 
than the standard length require, in addition, the use of a load
ing coil. 'l!lis loading coil inserted in the section in question 
at a standard distance from its adjacent loading coil results in 
a standard loading section. The remaining short loading section 
is then treated as described in Paragraph 6.03. An example illus
trative of the treatment of a long section with CBO and the method 
used to canpute the amount required is shown tn Illustrative 
Example 16. . 

6.05 End sections tn existing plant which are shorter than normal may 

6.o6 

be built-out to their required value with CBO located at the of
fice. Illustrative Example 16 shows bow this is accomplished. 
End sections in existing plant which are longer than normal may 
be built-out to their required value by a load.mg coil and CBO 
treatment located at the office. Illustrative Example 16 shows 
how this is accanplished. 

Building-out capacitors may be installed for both new or existing 
plant at loading coil locations. When installing the building-out 
capacitors at such loading coil terminal. locations, it is imperative 
that steps be taken during installation to insure that the build
ing-out capacitors are located on the correct side of the loading 
coil of the loading section which they will build-out. A good 
method for insuring this is by ~ing actual continuity measure
ments with a d-c ohmmeter at the point of installation to the cen
tral office, rather than relying on cable directions, cable color 
markings or other such physical markings. Ii' this is not done, 
the possibility exists that the building-out capacitors may be con
nected to the wrong loading section which will augment the irregu
larities and compound the diffkulties. It will be found that des
ignating the location for building-out to be consistent on either 
the office side of the loading coil or its field side for the en
tire route of the trunk, but not both, will reduce tbe possibility 
of errors. 
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6.o6J. From the transmission standpoint, the building-out 
capacitors can be installed at any point in their
regular section which they build-out. An installation 
point which does not entail the risks outlined in 
Paragraph 6.06 is to locate the building-out capacitors 
at a pedestal or pole where no loading coils a.re pres
ent. 

6.07 When using capacitance building-out techniques for the pur
pose of treating the situations outlined above, the capacitors 
should be specified as per REA PE-30 Specification,*latest 
issue, thus assuring the required transmission, protection and 
physical construction performance. 

7. THE D-66/H-88 JUNCTION IMPEDANCE COMPENSATOR AND APPLICATIONS 

7.0l. 'lhe device used to match the impedance of the H-88 loading 
system to that of the D-66 loading system when it is inserted 
at a point of interconnection (junction) of the two loading 
systems is termed a "D-66/H-88 junction impedance compensator," 
or simply "junction compensator." 

7.02 The H-88 and D-66 loaded cables have, by design, the same 
nan1naJ 1000 cps impedance, but as tbe cutoff frequency of tbe 
H-88 loaded cable is approached the impedances of the H-88 
loaded trunk facilities increase in 'magnitude more rapid.J.y 
than do the impedances o:f' the D-66 loaded cables. Therefore, 
at frequencies higher than approximately 2500 cps tbe ;imped
ance match between the D-66 and H-88 loaded cable facilities 
becomes progressively poorer 1:f' the two systems a.re directly 
interconnected. Operation of voice frequency repeaters may be 
expected to be impaired due to the resuJ.ting poor return loss 
at the point of' such direct interconnection. To obtain adequate 
return losses at these higher frequencies, it is necessary that 
the rising impedanc~ of the H-88 be modified to match the flat
ter impedance of the D-66. Tbe device which makes possible 
this matching, thereby improving the return loss, is the junc
tion compensator. 

7.03 The Jmiction compensator consists of two capacitors in shunt 
with the tip and ring conductors of the cable pair, an inter
vening loading coil and two additional ... apacitors, each shunt
ing one winding of the loading coil.. For purposes of differ
entiation only, the former type capacitors a.re termed "shunt" 

* PE-30 Specification, Building-Out Capacitors 
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while the latter are termed "series." The shunt capacitors each 
build-out the D-66 and H-88 natural cable end sections, respec
tively, to o.8. This results in a 36oo1 effective end section 
for the D-66 and 480o1 for the H-88 ,loading system. The charac
teristic impedances of botb D-66 and H-88 loaded cables at 0.8 
end-sections have nearly constant and approximately equal resistive 
components and negative reactive components non-linear witb fre
quency. Since the desired result is to annul the non-linear neg
ative reactances, the positive linear reactance of a simple load
ing coil in the compensator is not sufficient to annul the total 
of the,negative reactances. Addition of the "series" capacitors 
to the loading coil helps in reducing this reactance disparity 
and the impedances of the D-66 and H-88 loaded systems become 
better matched. 

7.o4 The component makeup of the D-66/H-88 Junction impedance compen
sator is shown in Figure l. It should be noted that the loading 
coil and series capacitor components (capacitors C3 and C4 in 
Figure l) are somewh.at different for 19 and 22 gauge cables • The 
shunt or building-out capacitors, however, (capacitors C1 and C2 
in Figure 1) are the same for either 19 or 22 gauge, since their 
value depends solely on the length of the cable at the end section. 
One or both shunt capacitors may be omitted if the natural cable 
end section on one or both sides of the canpensator is 0.8 of its 
respective full section. 

7.o41 Where miXed gauges such as 19 and 22 gauge are used at the 
Junction point, the configuration of the junction compen
sator should be computed for the gauge having the greater 
1000 cps loss. 

7.05 Illustrative examples pertaining to the application layouts of the 
junction compensator for various D-66 and H-88 natural end sections 
are shown in Illustrative Examples 17 to 20 .. It should be noted 
that it is not always necessary to place the Junc~ion compensator 
at the point where the D-66 and H-88 cable meet (boundary}. From 
the transmission standpoint, the Junction compensator may be 
physically located at any point within the cable section between 
the last H-88 and D-66 loading points, which results in reduction 
in the capacitance of tbe sbunt capacitors in the compensator or 
in their partial or total elimination. 

7.o6 Junction compensators shouJ.d be installed on both repeatered and 
non-repeatered trunk plant. When ordering the compensators, a 
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sufficient number of compensator units should be specified for 
spares as part of the normal circuit requirements. 

7.crr The D-66/H-88 junction impedance compensators and all applica
tion examples shown herein require the use of exchange type 
cables for both the connecting company a.nd the REA borrowers' 
portions. It is the exchange type cable whiah makes inter
connection of D-66 and H-88 loaded cables possible and further, 
for the reason discussed in Para.graph 7.03, requires tbe use 
of the impedance compensator. Where the connecting company 
provides 19 gauge H-88 loaded cable facilities using low 
capacitance cable, it is not possible for the REA borrower to 
use D-66 for connecting to it. rn this situation the REA 
borrowers' portion must consist of D-88 loading. This special 
case is discussed in Para.graph 8.o. · 

7.08 To insure proper voice frequency repeater operation, it is im
perative that the followtng steps be take~ during ·the engineer
ing, construction and installation of the junction compensator: 

(a) Compute the building-out capacitance required 
(capacitors C1 and C2 in the compensator) only when 
the lengths of the natural D-66 and H-88 end ·sections 
at the junction are firmly known. Changes, if any, 
in the end sections due to re-staking, re-location 
or other factors which entail a change in shunt 
capacitors C1 and C2 should also be refle~ted in 
the REA PE-31 Specification,* latest issue. 

(b) Ascertain through the color code of the completed 
assembly unit that it is spliced correctly, that 
is, the D-66 side of the unit is connected to. the 
D-66 portion of the trunk and the H-88 side is con
nected to the H-88 portion of the trunk. A reversed 
compensator may adversely affect the performallce of 
voice frequency repeaters operating over the circuit 
in question. 

7.09 To assure proper compensator performance, the units should be 
ordered in accordance With REA Specification PE-31, latest 
issue, which covers all pertinent transmission, protection and 
physical characteristics. External protection for the com
pensator is not required. 

*REA Specification PE-31, D66-H88 Junction Impedance Compensators 
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SPECIAL WADING APPLICATIONS 

8.01 Circumstances may arise in trunk applications where it may not be 
practical to maintain the same type of loading for the entire 
length of the trunk. This may come about as a result of the con
necting company providing 19 gauge low capacitance cable, either 
paired or quadded and H-88 loading for its portion of the trunk 
route. In order to maintain the same mutual capacitance between 
loading points in the entire trunk, two approaches are technically 
possible: 

(a) For the REA borrower to also provide low capacitance 
cable for his portion of the trunk so that· the entire 
trun.k is H-88 loaded on a low capacitance cable basis. 

(b) For the REA borrower to provide exchange type cable and 
88 mh loading coils for bis portion of the trunk. Since 
the desired objective is to maintain the same capacitance 
between loading coils in tbe entire trunk, obviously the 
spacing between loading coils for the borrower's portion 
bas to be shortened. Tbis spacing is 4500 f'eet. Tbis 
portion now becomes loaded every 4500 feet 'With 88 mb 
loaa.ing coils (D-88). Thus, the H-88 W portion of 
trun.k is.matched to the D-88 Br! portion for impedance 
and repeaters can properly operate over it. 

Of the approaches (a) and (b) above, approach (b) is usually pref
erable f'or the REA borrower from the cost standpoint. 

8.02 At the point of interconnection of H-88 Wand D-88 HC loading 
systems, the end section of' each system must be 0.5; that is, tne 
H-88 IC must ~ave a 3000' end section and the D-88 RC a 2250' 
making the total full section at a junction 5250'. Where physical 
or staking considerations result in a junction section which is 
less than 5250', or greater than 6000', the building out pro
cedures as outlined in Paragraph 6.0 must be used to maintain the 
total capacitance required for that junction section. Illustrative 
Example 21 shows how such a special case is handled. 

8.021 Low capacitance 22 gauge cable is not manufactured as a 
standard cable. Therefore, the aspect of interconnection 
of the two loading systems applies only to 19 gauge cables. 
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9, PROCEDURE FOR COMPllrING LOADED TRUNK ATTENUATION 

9.01 For.purposes of transmission computations the attenuation of a 
loaded.trunk cable is normally calculated at 1000 cps and 680F. 
Table I provides .. attenuation in:formation a.t 1000 cps and 680F 
for various types of loading systems and cable gauges for both 
exchange and.low capacitance type of cables for carrying out 
the required computations. The attenuation of the loaded cable 
must also include the trans.inission loss caused by reflections 
at the junction of facilities having dissimilar 1000 cps im
pedances and other incidental losses en route, such as the loss 
of junction impedance compensators. Table II provides the re
fle.ction loss information a.t 1000 cps; the loss of the junction 
compensator should be computed as discussed in Paragraph 9,022. 

9.0ll In cases where it becomes necessary to know the at-
tenuation of a loaded trunk cable at frequencies other 
than 1000 cps; the information in Figures 2 through 5 
can be used. 

9.02 In general,.the attenuation of a. circuit consisting of various 
lengths of facility having conductors of the same or different 
gauges, with the same or dissimilar capacitance between con
ductors and.having the same type of loading throughout or con
sisting of two dissimilar loading systems, is obtained by 
multiplying the applicable db loss per unit length for each 
type of facility in Table I by the corresponding length (in 
the same unit of length) of that facility and summing up all 
individual attenuations and adding to this reflections, losses 
of junction compensators or other incidental losses en route, 
where applicable. 

9,021 The attentU1tion information of Table I is based on the 
mid-section impedance of the loading system for the 
particular gauge and mutua.l capacitance shown. At
tenuation computations, therefore, involving circuits 
which consist of mixed gauges, dissimilar loading sys
tems and dissimilar mutual capacitance will be rigor
ously correct only when computed on the-basis that a 
change of gauge occurs at mid-section, only. Due, how
ever, mainly to the complexity in computation which the 
above procedure would entail in actual loading layouts, 
it will.be sufficient to a firs~ good approximation at 
1000 cps to consider each gauge by simply multiplying 
its applicable db loss per unit length by the actual 
length, with no regard whether the change of gauge oc
curs at mid-section. 
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In computing the attenuation of a circuit consisting of 
D-66 and H-88 loading the loss of the D-66/H-88 junction 
compensator must be included in the computation. Tb.is 
loss, at 1000 cps, should be taken &H 0.3 db regardless of 
the amount of CBO used in the compensator to build out the 
D-66 e.nd H-88 sides for either 19 or·22 gauge cables. 

As discussed in Paragraphs 6.01 and 6.02 capacitance ouild
ing-out will be required to build out loading sections 
which are shorter than normal. The amount of building-out 
capacitance required will of course vary with the length 
of the section being built out. For purposes of trans
mission computations at 1000 cps it will not be necessary 
to consider the small dissipation loss caused by these 
capacitors as part of the circuit attenuation but only the 
amount of physical cable present as discussed in Paragraph 
9.021 above. The above simplification in computation pro
cedure is predicated on two conditions: 

(a) That no resistance building-out (BOR) is used in the 
building-out capacitors. 

(b) The capacitors are specified in accordance with REA 
Specification PE-30, 'Which limits the amount of capac
itor dissipation permissible. 

All illustrative examples shown herein, using building-out 
capacitors assume !!2. corresponding BOR. 

In cases where, for return loss reasons, it becomes neces
sary to use resistance in addition to the capacitance of 
the building-out unit, for applications to cables consisting 
prima:ily of 24 gauge or finer, the 1000 cps attenuation 
should be computed to include the amount of capacitance 
building-out by converting this capacitance to an equivalent 
length of.a physical cable having the same gauge as the 
section being built out and multiplying this equivalent 
length by the correspond.iog db loss per unit length for that 
gauge in Table I. 

9.024 Regardiog incidental entrance cables which are loaded, when 
the length of the loaded portion of the cable is such that 
the end section exceeds a half section, the length of the 
cable affected by the loading is multiplied by the appli
cable db loss per unit length for the gauge and the loading 
system used e.nd the remainder of the cable is multiplied by 
the corresponding db loss per unit length for the nonloaded 
cable. The total loss for this portion of the circuit is 
obtained by adding together the loaded e.nd nonloaded at
tenuations. 
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9.025 In connection with existing trunk plant, need will 
arise for computing the expected attenuation of trunk: 
circuits consisting of combinations of loaded nonjack
eted (older type) and nonloaded multipa.i.r shielded 
cables, loaded former type rural distribution wire and 
steel or copper-steel open wire conductors. The at
tenuation of nonloaded cable pairs and open wire con
ductors will be found in REA TE & CM-4o6, "Attenuation 
Data." The attenuation of loaded rural distribution 
types of cables, both for the former type and the 
Figure 8 type, is included in Table I herein. The re
flection loss information pertaining to all dissimilar 
facilities, norma.lJ.y to be encountered, is given in 
Table II herein. 

9.03 Ex.amples 7 - 12 will be help:f'u.l in illustrating the computation 
procedures discussed in the above para.graphs. 
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Illustrative Example 1 
To show how to compute the IMS spacing deviation of a D-66 . loaded 
trunk cable, staked and constructed with the· spacing shown below: 

Deviation of 
Loading Section Average Loading Section Deviation 

Length Spacing fran Average Squared 

4365 4365 0 0 
4365 4365 0 0 
4365 4365 0 0 
4365 4365 0 0 
4365 4365 0 0 
4365 4365 0 0 -Total 26,190 0 

Avg. 26 ,l.90/6 Ill 43651 
IMS ~ ~ 111 zero feet 

(a) Deviation of Average Spacing fran standard: 4365 - 4500 111 -3% 
4500 

(b) llfS Deviation frail Average Spacing • 0% 

Conformance to Requirements1 The deviation .reqai.rments of 
paragraphs 3.041 and 3.042 are met 
in (a) and (b) above. 

Analyaiss Since the dm.ationa of the loading spacings from the 
average spacing are zero (column 3), i.e., all the 1°:ltt« sections are alike, this load spacing will 
re in practically infinite structural return 
loss (assuming the cable capa.cl.tance also to be 
equally unif'orm) • 
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Illustrative Ex:ample 2 

To show how to compute the R-1S spacing deviation of a D-66 loaded 
trunk cable, staked and constructed with the spacing shown belom 

Loading Section 
Length 

Average 
Spacing 

Deviation of 
Loading Section 

from Average 
Deviation 

Squared 

4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 

Total 37,080 

4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 
4635 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 ----0 

Avg. 37,080/8 • 46351 
fflS * 1111 zero feet 

( a) Deviation of Average Spacing frau Standard: 4635 - 4500 • +3% 
4500 

(b) 11-1S Deviation from Average Spacing • . 0 
4635 

Confomance to Requirements: The deviation requirements of 
paragraphs 3.041 and 3.042 are met. 

Analysis: ( a) Since the deviations of the loading spacings from the 
~verage spacing are zero (column 3), i.e., all the 
loading sections are alike, this loading spacing 
will result in practically infinite structural return 
loss {assuming the cable capacitance also to be 
equally unifom). 

(b) .The spacings in this example and Example l will~ 
result in equally good structural return loss. 
However, the spacing of Example 1 will result in 
somewhat io-wer attenuation and higher impedance and 
slightly higher cutoff frequency, since its average 
spacing is~ than the standards (4500•) • 

.. 30 .... 
,/ , 



RF.A TE & CM-431 

Illustrative Example 3 
To show how to canpute the .IMS spacing deviation of a D-66 loaded 
trunk cable, staked and constructed with the spacing shown below: 

Deviation of 
Loading Section Average Loading Section Deviation 

Length s;eacing from Aver!Se S~ared 

4590 4500 + 90 8100 
Ll.+64 4500 - 36 1296 
4680 4500 +180 32,400 
4518 4500 + l8 324 
4410 4500 - 90 8100 
Ll.+28 4500 - 72 5184 
4464 4500 - 36 1296 
4572 4500 + 72 5184 
4320 4500 --180 32,400 
4536 4500 + 36 1296 
Ll.+82 '4500 - 18 324 
4536 4500 + 36 1296 

Total 54,000 
Ill~ 97G°° Ill 90 feet 

97,200 
Avg. 54,000/12 • 4500, R-!S 

(a) Deviation o:f' Average Spacing fran standard: 4500 • 4500 Ill 0% 
4500 

(b) IMS Deviation from Average Spacing : 90 
4500 

11111 2% 

Confo:nnance to Requirements: The deviation requirements o:f' 
paragraphs 3.041 and J.042 are met 
in ( a) and ( b) above. 

Analysis: ( a) The structural return loss in this ex.ample will not 
be as good as that of either Examples l or 2, 
because the individu&l loading sections are un~, 
i.e., larger or shorter than the average, despe 
the per.feet average spacing ( 45001 ) • 

(b) If only two large deviations of 180• existed, the 
IMS deviation would have been 73.5 1 as compared to 
90' for all the deviations. The two deviations of 
180• and the two deviations of 90' account for 
82.2 1 of the total IMS deviation of 901. In this 
ex.ample it is, therefore, particularly desirable 
to redu.ce the larse deviations. 

( c) If there were only two deviations of +110 1 and -110 1 , 

the IMS deviation would be only about 1%. 



llluirtrat.ive ExAmple 4 
To show hov to ocaq,ute the effect of one large deviation in loading spacing on the ltlS deviation, The 
rmaining d.trviation11 are assumed to bemnall in comparison with the .2!!! large deviatiom 

Solutions· 'nle one large spacing deviation which can be tolerated on an RMS basis is given by the 
rouoiirng expression to a good approximatiom 

D • !i!S {ii 

Where non is the one large load i!pacing deviation in feet, 
"n" is the miiiiber or loading sectiona, and 

!MS ie the 2% or 4500 allowable or 901 

Aa an IIXUlple, i£ a loaded trunk cable h.aa 12 loading sectiona and ia ailned at an average 11p&cing or 
4450,, one ,!!!I! derlation, D, can be tolerated it neces11ary1 

D • ltlS {"ii • 90 ffi • 3121 

There.tore, the loading section can bet 4450 + 312,. 4762t long. 

The !olloving exaaple illustrates the canputation method for juati!ying this 4762•• loading 11ection1 

Deviation or 
Loading Soot.ion ATarage Loading Seoticn 

Length ~ rraa Aver!!Se 

4451. 4476 27 
4454 4476 24 
4449 4476 '29 
4461 4476 17 
4452 4476 26 
4450 4476 26 
4762tt 4476 264* 
4453 4476 25 
4451. 4476 27 
4453 4478 25 
4447 4476 31 
~ 4478 25 

Total 53,736 
Avg, 53,736/12 • 4476 lf4S. ~ 881116 • 85,7 raet 

12 

(a) Deviation of ATill'age Spacing t'ral Standard, 4476 - 4500 • -0.5% 
4500 

(b) lfl.5 Deviation !rm Average Spacing 85. 7 
1iii'm 

Dmation 
~ared 

1'29 
576 
641 
269 
676 
764 

60,656 
625 
7'29 
625 
961 
~ 
86,ll.6 

Con!'o.mance to Requirelllentst The deviation requirements of pa.ragrapha 3,041 and ),042 are met in 
(a) and (b) above, 

Analysis, (a) It all the individual. deviatiollll but one are kept mull, it is po1111ible to meet the 
IMS deviation requireaents. 

(b) Had thill layout been com1idered on the baoi11 of paragraph ),05, the large 2641 

deviation would not meet the require111ent11 of paragraph ),054 since this paragraph 
permits a maxiJllum deviation fran average l!J>&Cing of 3% and 3% of 4478• is 1341 , 

NOTEt IF~ LAROE BUT ~AL DMATIONS ONLY ARE NF.c.:F.SSARY, fflE FO!tlULA BEOCl!ESt 

D • ~5 '1+ 

FOR ffl!IEE ~UAL DINIATIOHSt 

D • lt!S ~ ~ 

____.,· 

"II" ... 
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RE'A TE & cx-431 

D.J.ustrative Example 5 To shov how to compute the spacing deviation 
using tbe arithmetic method of a. D-66 loaded 

trunk cable having the load spaciog shown below. 

Deviation ot 
Loading Section AveJ."IIP Load1118 Section 

f.ength Spacing t:rcm Average 

4635 45()1 134 
4511 45()1 10 
4374 45()1 121 
4590 45()1 89 
4365 45()1 136 
4410 45()1 91 
4613 45()1 112 
4626 45()1 125 
4522 lt-501 21 
45()0 4501 l 
4387 4501 114 
4478 4501 23 

'l'otal 54,011 983 

Avg. Spacing: 54,0ll/l.2 • 4501• Avg. Din'.: 983/l.2 • 82• 

(a} Deviation of Avg. Spacing f'1ua Standard: 4501 - lt-500 • o.~ 
(Paragraph 3.053)4500 

(b) Deviation of Avg. ot Ditterences fna Ayg. Spacing: 82 · • 1.~ 
(Paragraph 3.053) 4501 

(c) Maxinum Individual Spacil'J8 Dev. fna Avg. Spacing: 436, - 4501 • -'31, 
(Paragraph 3.054) 501 

- 33 -

.... •···~""t'"'1tfl''"''''r ....... ~t •,••f· 



RF.A TE & CM-431 

I• 

~lustrative Example 6 To show how to compute the spacing deviation on 
an existing H-88 loaded trunk cable using the 
aritllnetic method. 

(Note: In this :particul.ar ~out, the length ot loading sections Nos. 7 
and 22 a.re 1305' and 4251', respectively. Building-out capacitors 

of 0.07::5 and 0.025 microtarads have, hovever, been used at sections Nos. 7 
and 22, respectively, to build out sections to normal. In the computations 
below, the equivalent length of the CBO is incl.uded as part of the section 
length as discussed in Paragraph 3.032.) 

Deviation ot 
Loading Section Loading Section Average Loading Section 

Number Length Sl?!Ci!!5 t':ran Average 

1 €io12 €io14 2 
2 5904 II 110 

3 5835 " 179 
4 6236 II 222 
5 5989 25 
6 5991 23 
7 1305 + • 073 pf' • 5949 65 
8 5996 18 
9 6o33 19 

10 5967 47 
ll 6ooo 14 
12 6296 " 282 
13 5996 " 18 
14 (,ooo II 14 
15 6ooo 14 
16 6o69 55 
17 €io18 4 
18 6o33 19 
19 6105 91 
20 ~ 34 
21 5996 18 
22 4251 + • 025 p.t = 5841 _ill 
Total 132,314 1446 

Avg. Spacing: 132,314/22 = 6o14• Avg. Dev.: 1446/22 = 22' 

· (a) Deviation of Avg. Spacing f'.rom Standard: 6o14 - 6ooo = o.21, 
(Paragraph 3.052) 6ooo 

(b) Deviation of Avg. o-.r Differences from Avg. Spacing: 66 = 1.11, 
(Paragraph 3.053) ~ 

(c) Maximum Individual Spacing Dev. f.pm Avg. Spacing: 62~ - 6ol4 = 4. 7'1i 
(Paragraph 3.054) 14 

,J 

..._.,,,. 
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D.lustrative Example T To ab.air bav to COIIIPUte the attenuation of a loaded trunk 1;al:.,le 

s:lm:ilar to the ones shown below, at 1000 cps and 68°F. 

Example Ta 

...,...--------35.75 Kl' 22-D-66 HO:----------~ 

!!e?!RJe Td 

Procedure 

35.75 KP X 0.15 db/IOI 

6039• 
)( 

35.75 D' x 0.15 db/U 

)( 
6olo• 

)( 
5985' 2795' 

)( 

~ 3000' )( 6135, )( 6159• )( ~· )( 6o28• )( 6190• )( 6110• )( 6155• )( 3115' ~ 

fta1111(11i---------et9.o6 D' 19-B-88 BC----------------_..,. 

- 35 • 



RM TB • CJI.Ji.31 

DJ.uatrative Ex:ug,le ·8 'l'o ahov boll' to· ct1111PUt.e the att.euuatim ot a lO&decl VUDk cable 
a1allar to the onaa sbovD below at 1000 cpe 11.Dd 680p. 

!WTJ.e 8a I 
' 35,747' D-66 BC • 1 

0 2105• ,4530' 4487• 4456• 4509' 4475' 4560• 4495• 21309 
~· 

A·. )(1 )( )( X )( )( )( )(1 .B 

·\_' 'f . '...; 30. 75 KP' 22-D-66 BC ; ' 
3.2 KP' .24,.;D-66 BC 1.8 KP ~D-66 BC--'"" 

Procedure 

(3.2 + 1.8) X 0o23 + 30.75 X 0.15 

(24.62 + 3.2) x 0.15 + 34-TO x 0.081 

1.5 X 0,23 + (9.49 + 5.3) X 0.15 + 68.16 X 0.081 8.09 db 

....__.,, 
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REA 'lE & CM-431 

DJ.ustrative Example 9 To show bow to compute tba attenuation of a loaded trunk cable 
s:1Ja1lar to tba ones shovn below, at 1000 ope and 680F. 

Bxamt>le 9a 
, ....... ..-----34,307' (Actual Cable ~t Length) 22-D-66 HC----l•Mj 

Procedure 

34.31 KF x 0.15 db/KP 

21551 I 950' 

BOC 
~ T 0.022 J>Z 111 14oo• 

Auwr 

5.15 db 

...,._----66,139• (Actual Cable Plant Length) 19-B-88 HC-----
6 I 

66.14 D' X 0.081 db/KJ' 

Exas>le% _I 
~--------- 49,102• B-88 HC---------:1.,IOaf -----

3130' 6052• F 

j o.~ 
, jo.023 ~ · ~ 0 •. 033 JJZ 1

1 

~ (rroo•) 
, 10.68 D' , (14,361 ) 1 (2io1 •) \ 
~22B88 HC--+.i 1 2. 3 D' 
I .-.i-----36.12 KF 19-H-88 BC----..., "2.2B88 BC 

(Actual Cable Pl.ant Length) 

(10.68 + 2.3) X 0ol5 + )6.12 X 0.081 4.88 db 



Illustrative .Example 10 To shcv bw to compute the attew.ation of a loeded tl'UDlt cable 
r:i:lJlld.l.ar to the om sbovn. be.low at 1000 cps and 680:,. 

i---------------·---··--- -----------------.1 
Example lOa ,~,( ...-.. -------: 

~ 

c.ble Attenuation+ JC Lolls 

29.66 KJ' 19--.B-88 BC ►: t 
2. l D' 22-B-88 RC 

--JUIIC1'IOB coo>B'EA'MR (JC) 

(4.23 + 2.l) X 0.15 + (23.75 + 29.66) X O.o81 + 0.3 

5. 71 c1b 

Elmmt>le lOc 

47.,ll Kl' X 0.15 clb/J,f:I' + 0.3 1 •. n clb 

..__.,. 
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D.lustrative Example 11 To shov haw to compute the attenuation of a loaded trunk cable 
similar to the one shown belaw at 1000 cps and 68°F. 

1380 t J 194<> t 

2235' 4-4611 4450• 4432• 4440• 4425~1 £5982• 6ll6• 6003• 5987' 2978' 0 
A . X: )( )(; ~ X )(; I - X X )( )( . B 

•. I 

I ''ro.027 )If I 
• t,-a---25,823• 19-D-88 BC : : ~ 29,006' 19-H-88 r..c-+1 

J 
£a!pltation 

54.83 Kli' X 0.07]. db/a 

illustrative Egmple l2 To ahav bov to canpute the attenuation o~ a loaded trunk cable 1 

s:flli.l..ar to the om ehavn belaw at 1000 cps and 68°F. I 

Q l2a 
:: 2930' X ~f,~------)(it---2950-~•i~-----------0 

l C 

I • 14.4 Mi. 22..Jl-88 BC--~; ... \, .... ,ii--32. 5 Mi. J.olf cu----~➔.,., 

Procedure 

Attenuation+ Henection 
(14.4 X 0.792) + (32.5 X 0.078) + (0.2) 

6. 7 Mi. 22-B-88 BC I 8.2 Mi •• 109" Steel 

I 

(6.7 X 0.792) + (8.2 X 0.3l) + (5.3 X 0.514) 
+ (o) + {o) aenect1oaa 

- 39 -

14.13 db 

I 5. 3 Mi.· 19-B-88 RIil 

I (old type) 

10.57 db 

D 
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~------------D-66 Load:f.ng--New Construction -------------l► 

J 

OFFICE A 1 OFFICE B 

22301 44801 
4(-

44521 45151 
_v__ - - V 
~ 

21551 : 9501 4445, 44201 45501 23051 □ 
~A l ,~ X X )( )( 

BOC C11 "-JUNCTION OF . 

STAKING AND CONSTR. -------'a.- T : STAKING ----- STAKING AND CONSTR. 

(1) Average .f'ul.l load spacing 1st 

I 
J 

W!80• + 44521 + 4515, + 4442• + 4420• ~+ 45SO• - 44771 

6 

(2) .AJnount o! building-out capacitance required at junction is: 

(14771 - (2155• + 950] x o.083 -~ x o.o83 • .022 ~ • C1 
5280 5260 

There.tore, the value o! capacitor C1 is .022 J1! and should be ordered in accordance with PE-JO. 

Notesa 1. All cable PF.-22 or PE-23. 
2. Both offices in REA borrowers• system. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 13 

C:00 COMPUTATION FOR NilJ CONSTRUCTION AT JUNCTION POINT OF STAKING 

( ( 

i 
~ 
go 

a 
f 
~ 
l).) 
I-' 
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I 

'- ~ 

-... 
~ 

' ,_ . ,· 

- - - - - - -~ s j j ! ~ "' "' ~ ~ 0 "' j CV co "' "' \0 "' \0 "' M M .... 3 :j :j 3 3 .... .... :j ~ 3 @~ G CV if * " f N 0 N 

X -~ 1 X if ;I( J( 1 )( X c 
~ ,cl ~ ---?- T~ -+-

SmKING & CONS'rR. STAKlllG STAKING STAKING AND COE'rR. 
& & 

CONSTR. CONSTR. 

OFFICE A - B 

Avg. Spacing• ("80• + "-82 1 + 1'4671 + i.i.70• + i.i.5.51 + 1'465• + 44701 )/7 • i.i.70• 

Ci • i.i.70• • 317201 X 0.083 • 0.011 pf (ORIER PER PE-30) 
5280' 

OFFICE B - C 

Avg. Spacing• (1'465• + 4487' + i.i.351)/3 • 1'463• 

C2 • 1'463' - 1252 1 x 0.083 • 0.051 pt (ORDER PER PE-30) 
528o1 

}) 

j i------------------------'-----~ ~ 

It.ImTRATIVE EKAMPLE 14 a-

CB'.) COMPUTATION FUR NEIT CONSTRUC'rION AT 'DIE JUNCTION POINT t 
\---------------------------------'~ 

~ • .... .. 
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~ 

{ 

\?~ 

,, 'h 

~~ 

~s~ • coBS°?R• ... ... 
-. ~ 1'!:\ 

18351 

":-u 
I 

o)' 21851 ·~ b1l>~ 

44351 

44691 

4455• 

n.IDST&TIVE ~ 15 

I'll 

OFJ.l'ICE A-B 

Avg. Spac. • (4435 1 + 4450' + "462• 
+ 44~ 1 + 4478• + 4473• 
+ 4455•)/T • 44551 

Cl• 44~51 
- 2932' X 0.083 • 0.02!tpr 

52&>1 

OFFICE B - C 

Avg. Spac. • (4455' + "61 1 + 44521 

+ 4471' + 4435• + "69 1 

+ 44551)/T • "5T' 

~ • JtJ.57• - 35971 X 0.083 • 0.0li,t 
5280• 

OFFICE A - C 

Avg. Spac. • ("52' + 44551 + 4439' 
+ 4462• + 4439' )/5 • 
"49• 

C3 • 4449• - 16721 x 0.083 • O.°"J>. 
52801 

CB) OOMPUTATION roR N&l CONS'l'llJCTlON AT 'l'BE JUNCTION POINT 

{ 

I 
;a· 

"" f 
.f:' 

~ 

( ·, 
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I 

'-
I 

.flt" 

"" 

!es?,le 16e. 

~ 

, ' ) 

I .6020 I .,6180 I 6140• {,cyfo' 6090 I 'J 6110 I " ,320() I 

3 

place additional. 88 mb coil here 

Ci• 3000 - 650 x 0.063 • 0.034 pt ----make thia apacing u cloae to 6066• u 
5286 ph;yaical.ly poaaible vi.th type ot plant 

in uae. 
J\.vg. Spac. • (6150• + 60301 + 5900' · ► 6020• + 61601 + 6140• + {,cyfo• + 6o9o• + 61101 )/9 • 60661 

~ • 6066 - 4230 x 0.063 • 0.029 pt Loading Section Ro. 7 (0ttice A) • 6066• 
5286 

C3 • 2 (6066~ - 6900 X 0.063 • 0.063 )1t 
52 ORDER ALL BJILDING-0UT CAPACI'roRS PER REA SPECIFICATION PE- 30 

5200' 6050• 6030• 6170• 62101 6150• 

T ~3 

Avg. Spac. • (6050 + 6030 + 6170 + 6210 + 6150)/5 • 61221 

Coil-CB> Unit 

C3 • 6122 - 5200 X 0.063 • 0.015 pt 
52Bo 

{

Cl • 6122 - 5300 X 0.063 • 0.013 )1f 
5260 

~ • ~OO O X 0.063 • 0.~7 pt 
a. ORDER C3 CB> AS PER REA SPECIFICATION PE-30. 
b. ORDER COII.-CB> UNIT AS ONE ASSnmLY UNIT :roR FASE Oi' HJUNTIHG. 

5300' 86mb 

,) 

B 

j 
--------------------------------- ~ 

8" 

t 
ILWSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 16 

CB) AND OOIL CCH'U'lnTIONS FOR ElCISTmo PIANT 

"" 
________________ ___. .... 
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/ 

~ 
22301 v4429 1 

n..;66 HC 

F:>INT OF 
INTEICONNECTION 

371 .,4450• v hh131 v L.4431 

H-86 HC •1 

omcE A STAKING AND CONSTR. I I 

...LC 
omcE B 

Since the natural D-66 end section is nearly 
o.8 (3600 1 ) no CBJ is required in the junction 
canpensator. Therefore, capacitor c1 • o. 

..L 
cl.- I 

I· 
J 

T 
2 

Since the natural H-88 erxl. section is nearly 
o.8 (4800 1 ) no CBO is required in the junction 
compensator. Therefore, capacitor c2 • O. 

A. CABLE LAYOUT UNDER CONSIDERATION 

JI - - - c
3 

or c4-r 

I T--r ~TI 

□ 22301
Jt 44291

)( 44371
)( 44501l'<-4!J.311' 44431

)( 3580°: ~l or 1 2 : 48301x 5964•,( 5925'1< 59791 ~980•1<2995•□ 
omc• B STAKING AND COHSTR. I ~R: . omcE B 

JL - - - - 3_0:_C4 __ .JJ 

B. RE&JLTING APPLICATION OF JUNCTION CCMPFNSAIDR 

Notes: 1• In Examples 17 to 20, refer to Figure l for values of 11 or L2 of loading coil inductance and values 
of capacitance for C or c1, "series" capacitors in the canpensator. 

2. 11'1'" and 11R' designatlons in compensator re.fer to tip and ring conductor identi.£1cation. 
3. Office Bis o.ffice of the connecting canpany. 

Il.LUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 17 
APPLICATION OF 'IBE JUNCTION cct1PENSAIDR 

:( ' 

j 
~ 
a-

i 



' \ 

PODff OF 
Dffl'3XDF,CTIOH 

J 

D-66 HC ~ 11 J}1---~K.- 7oo_•-+-1---S]_..JJO_• ___ -i)(,,..._-,\l )I ~ H..88 HO 

D-66 IE ~ f--

J 

A. CABLE LA1DO'l' UHDER OOBSIDERA'l'lOH 

.. 
". 

A 

J 

7001 3001 

\ 
---+--'----+--48<>0;...__•--~~} ~ H-88 HC 

J 

PLNJB JllHC'l'IOII <XIIPEISA'lOR HERB 
A 

I { w ► H-88 HO 

Ci "' ( .3600• - 10001 ) x o.083 "' o.o41 JJ£ 
S26o 

B. Rl!SILnJIO APPLICA'l'lON OF JUHC'l'IOM catPEHSAIDR 

ILLUS'l'BA'.fiVE EI.AMPLE 18 

APPLICA1'10H OF 'l'HE JONC'.fiOH CCMPffiSA'IDR 

• 45 • 

I 



~ 
.__ 

( ' 

POINT O:F . 
IHTEBCONHJOOTION 

I "- D-66 RC : -- H..;88 HC · -----i 
□ 22101 xL430• x L4521 x 444(!•~]:~10l•_l_3-I3001 x5972 1 ~~80 1 x-599?'_ )( 5985• '(3050• I ] 

STAKING AND OOHSTR. · I 
OFFICE A cl T : T C2 OFFICE B 

Ci "' (3600 1 - 18101) X 0.o83 • 0.028 }lf 
$280 

J 
C2 • (4800 1 - 33001) X 0.083 • 0.024 }lf 

5280 

A. CABLE LAYOUT UNDER CONSIDERATION 

Jr------,J 
18101 I _ r r-i I 3300• 

□ 22JO' • lw)O• • llill.
0 

" loii!i9.~ ~ ~ :i. 5972° • 5980• )( $9951 5985• 30,0 1 :7 )( :,( u 
OFFICE A ST.&KIHG AND COHSTR. I ~ ~ R I 

I .028 }lf .o24 ,J, 
JL... - - -- _...JJ 

B. HESJLTINO APPLICATION OF JUNCTION ~PEXSATOR 

ILLUSTRATIVE EUKPLE 19 
AmICATIOH OF THE JUNCTION CCIU'lllSATOR 

( 

OFFICE B 

e 
tt 
II" 

f 
-,:
w 
I-' 

. { 
\ 
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( 

D-66 BC ~ 

D-66 BC 4 

D-66 

~~ * 

~~ )( 

ILLWrRAfiVE EX.AMPLE 20 
APPLICA!!:lON OF mE JUNCTION COMPENS.AmR 

J 
45()()' 

t 
56oo• ;~ ~~ H-88 

J 

A. CABIE WOU'r URD£R COBSIDEBA:rION 

J A 
36oo' 

4500• 

66 mhf t 2000' )( H- H-88 I 

A"' PLACE JUliCtlON COMP. HERE J 

,____._ __ PLACE ADDJ.'llOHAL 66 111b LP HERE 

A 
J 1-------1 

HC 

HC 

___ ---_ l d2
0001 

UJJJ ~~H-88 HC 

---------...--- I - ~ 
- ____ _J 

.JlU'fC'llON COMP. A 

Cl• 0 

~ ... (48oo' - 2000 1
) :x: o.o83 :. o.o44 ut 

5280 
B. OHi POSSIBLK SOimIOll ARD REStJLTIBG JlmlCmB COMP. C<:m'IGOBA!rIOH 

B J 

~ 176<>• 400' 5600' ~--~ D-66 BC◄•---,~e-:---~~-----h:::~......;;;.__~--+---~-~~--<~ H-88 IE 

-----~-J __ PLACE JtmCTION COMP. HERE 

....-- PLACE ADDI!rlOHAL 88 mh LP HERE 

J 

J 

Cl .. (3600' - 176<>' } X 0.083 : 0.029 u.f 
5280 

~ • (48oo• - 2340') X O.o83 • 0.039 u.f 
5280 

C. A1l)'f8ER R>SSIBIE SOW'nOl( AND RESUmmG Jl.fflC'llOH COMP. CQNFIGURA1'11)ff 
-47-
✓ 
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( ' 

JUI{CTf<>if 
I 

I 

I COHNJOOTING COMPANY 

□-. 2235' 4461 1 4450' . 4432' 44J.ol 4425 1 138orl 194()1 5982' 6116 1 6003• 5987• ... 2978• n_ 
. l( ll )( II I( Jf. I I I J( ~-- )( ~-------i___.. 

OFFICE,,. STAKING AND CONSTR. T I . ~--- -- LOFFICE B 
, .,.,, ~- r·_ 1 ,.'CW· 11111•n: !;iooo - 19'!<>) x o.o66 • 0.01,.,,, 

._ 5260 I I . I 

1 CB> ~ 8D: (2250 - 1380) x o.o!l3 • 0.0137µ:r 

,-.E 19-D-88 llC 
(i.e., exchange type) 

2235' - 4461• _ 4450 1
M 4432,J 4-440~ 4425 1 

OFFICE A STAKING AND CONSTR. 
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(i.e., lov capacitance) 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EIAMPLE 21 
CBJ CCMPUTAfiON AT JUNCTION OF 19D-88HC AND 19H-88 LC 
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FIGURE 2 
F~tJmCY--ATTmUATION CHARACTERISTICS@ 68°F 

19-, 22-, AND 24-GAUGE .083 uf;MI. NCIUN.AL 
PLASTIC-INSULATED CABLES FOR VARIOUS 

TYPES OF LOADING SYSTEMS 
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FIGURE 3 
F~ENCY--ATT»IDATION CHARACTERISTICS e 680F 
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CABLES FOR VARIOUS TYPF.S OF LOADING SYSTF.MS 
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FIGURE 4 
FRE)'JJfflCY--ATTENUATIOl CHARACTERISTICS @ c8°F 

19-, 22-, AND 24-GAUGE D-66 LOADED PLASTIC-INSULATED 
CABLES FOR VARIOUS V.ALUES OF MUTO.AL CAPACITANCE 
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FIGURE 5 
F~ENCY-ATTEWATION CHARACTERISTIC @ 66°F 

19-, 22-, AND 24-GAUGE H-86 LOAD ID PLASTIC-INSULATID 
CABLES FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF CAPACITANCE 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

REA TE & CM-431 

TABLE I 
ATTENUATION AT 1000 CPS AND 68¥ 

LOADED, POLYETHYLENE AND PAPER2 OOUIATED TRUNK CABLES 

PAIRED OR QUADDED 

PAIRED, MJJLTIPAIR SHJEieDED CAl3LliS 

Attenuation 
Type of Facility ~- UB/FJ! 

24-D-66 HC 1.21 0.23 
22-D-66 HC 0.792 0.15 
19-D-66 RC o.428 o.o8l 
26-H-88 HC 1.79 0.34 
24-H-88 RC 1.21 0.23 
22-H-88 HC 0.798 0.15 
19-H-88 HC o.428 0.081 
24-B-88 0.921 0.174 
22-B-88 o.6o1 0.114 
19-B-88 0.320 o.6o6 
19-D-88 HC 0.375 0.071 
19-H-88 LC (Paired or Quadded) 0.375 0.071 

PAIRED, MJJLTIPAIR NON..sifDi!TeDED CABim (RIM m>E) 
19-D-66 (Figure 8) o.49 0.093 
19-H-88 II o.49 0.093 
22-D-66 (Former fype) 1.0 0.181 
22-H-88 II 1.0 0.181 
19-D-66 II o.6 0.114 
19-H-66 It o.6 0.114 

'roLL ~DED CABLE--19 GAUGE 

Side Circuit P'hantcm Circuit ~. DB/Ia! ~- .@l@ 
H-31-18 0.549 0.104 o.459 0.087 
H-44-25 o.470 0.089 0.391 0.074 
H-88-50 0.349 o.o66 0.301 0.057 
B-88-50 0.259 o.o49 0.232 o.o4.4 

OOTE3: -
1. For temperatures other than those shown above, change 

attenuation shown by+ 1 percent for each change in 
tempera tu.re of :_ 5°F. -

2. Western Electric Compacy types mm, reA, and I'SM f'or 
19-, 22-, and 24-ga.uge, respectively. 

- 55 -
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tillLE II e 
i\EFLECTIOII UX'lSES D Dll AT 1000 CPS i'OR DISSIMILAR FACILITIES ;a 

• 
CABU: AllD fiOUEIE "8" RlM OPEii WIRE RIM (FelOOll ffl'E) t 

'¢ 
26GAIJOE 24 OJUJGE 22 GAl1GE 19 GAIJGE 109 Sn:EL COPPUl·S~ 22 GAIJGE 19 GAUGE 

FACILiff 104 6oo 
D66 D66 D66 D66 85- 3(1'/, Jc,& ~ IIOi COPffll D66 D66 OID5 
!!88 :e88 H4J. 11.L. H88 B88 H44 N.L. H88 B88 H4J. N.L. H88 B88 H44 135 190 104 104 o8o o8o 11.L. 1!88 H44 11.L. 1!88 H44 

26 11.L. -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 O.l -0.3 -0.2 -0.l 0.3 -o.4 -0.4 -0-2 0.9 -0.5 -0.5 -0.3 0 0.1 -0-l -0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 o.4 -o.4 -0.1 l.O -0.6 -0.3 -o.4 
26 D66 or H88 X 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 -0.1 0.2 1.2 0 -0.1 0.3 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 O.l o.4 0.7 O.l 0.2 1.5 0 0.3 o.4 
26 B88 X 0 0.2 0.1 0 0.3 o.8 0.2 0 0.5 1.8 0.2 0 o.6 0 -0.1 0.3 0.5 0 0.2 0.7 1.0 0.3 ().6 2.0 0.2 0.7 0.9 
26 H44 X 0 -0.1 0 0 o.4 -0.2 -0.2 O.l 1.0 0.2 -0.2 0 0.1 0.1 0 0-l 0 0 O.l 0.5 0.1 O.l 1.2 -0.2 0.1 0.1 

~ 24 11.L. X -O.l o.l -0.l 0.1 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.5 -0.5 -0.2 -o.4 0.2 o.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.2 -O.l -0.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.2 o.6 -0.5 -o.4 -o.6 
a:) 24 D66 or H88 X o.l 0 0.2 0 0 0.2 1.0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.3 o.6 O.l 0.3 l-2 0 0.3 o.4 
~ o.l 

I 
24:a68 X 0.2 0.2 0 0.4 o.6 0.2 0 o.6 -0.l -0.1 0.2 o.4 0 0.1 o.6 1.1 0.3 0.7 1-8 0.2 0.7 0.9 
24 H44 X O.l -0.l 0.1 0 o.6 -0.1 0 0 0.2 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 -0.l O.l o.8 -0.1 0 0 

i 22 11,L. X 0 o.4 -0.1 O.l -0.2 o.4 -0.3 o.8 0.9 0 0 0.5 0.2 -0.3 0 -0.2 -0.2 0~3 -0.2 -o.4 -0.6 
22 D66 or H88 X 0.1 0.1 0.7 o 0.1 0 2 o 0 o 0 -0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.9 0 0.2 0.3 

~ i 22 B88 X 0.3 l.3 0.1 o 0.5 -0.2 -0-2 0.1 0.3 -0-2 o 0.5 o.8 0.2 0.5 1-6 0.2 o.6 0.7 
22 H44 X 0.3 0 0.3 0 0.3 o.4 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 o.4 0 0 o 

19 11.L. X 0.5 1.2 0 1.5 1.8 0.5 o.4 l.l o·.7 o 0 0.3 0.1 o o.4. -0 •. l -o.4 

\_ 19 D66 or H88 X 0.1 0.1 o 0 -0.1 0 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0,8 o 0.2 0.3 
19 :e88 X o.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.2 -0.3 0 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.5 1.5 0.2 0.5 0.7 
19 e:41. X o.4 0.5 0 -0.1 0 0 o -0.1 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 

109 Steel X 0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 o.4 1.1 0.1 o.6 1.8 0 0.5 o.6 
(85 or 135) 
109 Steel X 0.3 o.4 0.1 0.2 o.6 1.3 0.2 0.7 2.0 0 o.6 0.7 
(190) 

~ 
104 c.s. 3~ X 0 0.2 o 0 0.3 -0-l 0.1 0.7 -0.2 0 0 :,, 

~ 104 c.s. ~ X 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 o.6 -0.1 o -0.1 
o8o c.s. 3~ X o 0.2 0.7 -0.1 0-2 1.3 -0.2 0.1 0.1 

·. o8o c.s. 401, X 0.1 0.4 -0.1 0.1 1.0 -0.2 0 0 

104 CU X -0.2 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 

i ·22 ii!,L, X 0 -0.1 0.1 o -0.3 -o.6 

22 D66 or !!88 X 0.1 o.6 0 0.1 0.2 

l 
22 H44 )I 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 

19 l!I.L. X o.6 0 
-0.31 

19 D66 or !!88 X 0.1 0.2 

~ 19 K44 X 0 
-. ·--~•~ 

\ 
\ ( ( 


